Abstract
This text presents a synthesis form the contributions of the Pragmatics of human communication to the reflection around the communication, from a constructivist and systemic perspective. At a first moment it is exposed, as a context, the general work of the Palo Alto School, recognized in the academic field like main promoter of the denominated systemic approach in communication. Later are exposed the concrete contributions of the referred work, that allows to make complex the communication concept, sight like a systemic phenomenon that goes much more there of means, main object of study of communication sciences. The text displays, also, a reflection around the importance of this work in the academic field of communication, an explanation of so that we can consider that Pragmatics of human communication is an organizing book. Finally, appears a personal reflection around the importance of this work, as well as a listing of bibliographical resources on line on the work and on the systemic approach of Palo Alto School.
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